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LONDON4EUROPE – CAMPAIGNERS’ BRIEF:  
FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT AND 
IMMIGRATION 
 
Points to Make 

Ø Freedom of Movement is our right to live, work, study, retire, 
marry and live together with an EU citizen anywhere in the EU 
without having to ask an immigration officer for permission. 

Ø Fellow citizens from EU countries who live here already share our 
values. They assimilate. Their children even more so. 

Ø EU citizens contribute to the UK. They are more likely to be in 
work and less likely to draw pensions/ benefits or use the NHS. 

Ø Immigration from non-EU countries is wholly under the UK’s 
control. It is not an EU competence. Leaving the EU is likely to 
lead to a higher proportion of non-EU immigration. 

Defensives  

[I have no wish to settle abroad. That is for university students and 
the mobile elite.] Think of it as an option. Remember the TV series 
“Auf Wiedersehen, Pet”? That was about British building site 
workers. Erasmus student exchanges are open to apprentices and 
FE College students and teachers. 
 
[Immigrants are a burden on the NHS/ schools.] EU citizens are 
more likely than UK nationals to be of working age and paying their 
taxes. Schools are funded per child, GPs per patient. That ensures 
that immigrants’ taxes reach local communities. 
 
[Immigrants just come here to sponge off the welfare state.] The 
overwhelming majority come here to work or study. Because they 
are on average younger than natives it is the immigrants who are 
paying for your pension. 
 
[Immigrants take our jobs and lower our wages.] The effect of 
immigration on wages is very small. Technology, trade and the 
increases in the minimum wage are much more significant. 
 
[Immigration means employers do not invest in British workers.] 
The way to tackle that is to improve schooling, apprenticeships, 
further education. 
 
[Freedom of Movement allows low-skilled immigration – we should 
only have high-skilled immigrants.] Why do you want foreigners to 
do good jobs and reserve the bad jobs for natives? We need people 
at all skill levels. 
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[Brexit would let us move to an Australian points-based system.] 
We could have that now for non-EU immigration. Why do you want 
it? The main difference is that under the UK’s system for non-EU 
nationals employers have a bigger rôle because of the need for 
employer sponsorship while in Australia the government decides 
and people with visas look for work. Why is that better? A points 
based system tells you nothing about numbers coming in: if the 
pass mark is 100 more will come in than if the pass mark is 500. 
 
[We may not deport EU criminals.] There are powers to refuse entry 
and deport criminals – though they must be exercised 
proportionately. Works the other way too: EU countries may not 
just send any British criminal back here to commit more crimes. 
 
[Mass immigration threatens social cohesion.] EU citizens are 
people like us, similar values: democracy, rule of law, family. 
 
[Muslims do not integrate.] Many do – their children certainly do. 
There are 1.8bn Muslims in the world, 19m in the EU. How many 
Muslims do you think there are in Britain? [Answer: about 3m/ 5% 
of population. Source: Office for National Statistics] 
 
[80 million Turks about to come to UK.] I’d like Turkey to join the 
EU – it’s a great country. But countries may only join when they 
meet the EU’s Copenhagen Criteria: democratic, market economy, 
sound institutions. Sadly, Turkey is a long way off doing so. 
 
[We should prioritise the Commonwealth.] Freedom of movement is 
a reciprocal right: we have it too. Could give freedom of movement 
to Commonwealth countries and ask them for the same rights in 
return. Non-EU immigration is wholly for the UK. 
 
[The UK is full.] Less than 10% of England’s land is built on. There 
is plenty of space. 
 
 

Further information 
Oxford University’s Migration Observatory is a good source of neutral factual and 
analytical information. Professor Eric Kaufman’s LSE blogs and other writings 
show how immigration relates to Brexit. Full Fact and BBC Reality Check are good 
sources for immigration and land use. London4Europe has published an Indexed 
list of Remain blogs.  

For where our opponents are coming from a look at the anti-immigration pressure 
group Migration Watch provides insight into their mindset (but don’t trust their 
figures without independent verification or their selective quotation without going 
back to the original to get the full meaning). 


